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 A leveraged buyout (“LBO”) is a transaction which involves the purchase of a controlling 

stake in a business most often by a financial sponsor such as a private equity firm or an investor 

utilizing substantial levels of debt.  LBO debt is generally considered to be non-investment grade 

debt instruments; as a result of the higher default and loss given default-risk profiles, the 

investors demand higher rates of return to commensurate for the risk. Historical internal rates of 

return over a five-year period investment or above indicate returns exceed the public market 

equivalent. Specifically a 10- or 20-year investment in buyout funds indicate 14% / 13% returns 

vs. the S&P 500 returns of 7% over the same time horizon. (Bain Capital)  

Given the highly leveraged profile of the LBO’s, however, defaults are prominent during 

economic downturns, interest rate shocks, industry shifts, and operational disruptions, all which 

lead to severe deterioration in cash flow, with certain companies undergoing extreme distress and 

ultimately opting for bankruptcy.  To provide a general overview, the paper will provide a 

discussion on the capital structure of an LBO, background on defaults, bankruptcies, recovery 

rates and similar occurrences to comparably rated non-LBO transactions. Following the outline 

of the general LBO discussion, the report will analyze three transactions: TXU or Energy 

Holdings’ 2014 announcement which is considered to be the largest LBO bankruptcy in history; 

Clear Channel Communications which has been long under speculation to enter bankruptcy and  

Tribune Company which entered bankruptcy at the height of the financial crisis in 2008; and 

finally The analysis will be structured around the LBO transaction details, the nuances and 

circumstances leading up to the announcement and if the bankruptcy could have been predicted 

utilizing the means of a Z”-score.  Finally, in the instance of Tribune Company, the paper will 

discuss the details of the bankruptcy settlement and the overall financial health of the Company 

today.  
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LBO Transaction Structure & Default Trends 

Leveraged buyout & M&A transactions are rampant during periods of availability of credit - and 

according to a Guggenheim report, 36% of all new debt issuances during 3Q14 comprised of 

M&A / LBO transactions. While the statistic is considerably lower from an 8-year high of 62% 

in 2007, it is considerably higher than the approximate 20% of loans issued in 2009 (Deloitte, 

August 2014). Leveraged buyouts as mentioned in the introduction largely result in high levels 

of debt and LBO debt multiples peak at times where there is a wide market for cheap credit 

supply and dip significantly during downturns. Similarly, equity infusions by PE firms fluctuate 

depending on the availability of credit, with a pre-crisis low of 31% in 2007 increasing to 48.5% 

in 2009 gradually declining to the 37% levels as shown below in the illustration. In 2007, 

average Debt/EBITDA levels peaked at 6.1x in the U.S. and dropped to an industry low of 3.8x 

in 2009 when measured over the eleven year period between 2003 and 2013 (Bain Capital). The 

industry today has rebounded despite regulatory restrictions as evidenced by averaged leverage 

multiple of 5.5x in 2013, which is the third highest multiple measured over the same period and 

3Q 2014 average leverage multiples of 5.9x (Guggenheim) . While the following data shows that 

the trends across the appropriate metrics are trending in the positive direction, there is 

overwhelming evidence of defaults specifically in the instance of leverage and interest coverage 

levels if the transactions are aggressively and thinly structured.  

 

AVERAGE 2007 TODAY (As of 3Q 14) Change

M&A / LBO as a % of Total Issuance 62% 36% ↓

Purchase Multiple 9.7x 9.6x ↓

Debt to EBITDA @ Inception 6.2x 5.9x ↓

EBITDA to Cash Interest 2.1x 3.6x ↑

Equity Contribution 31% 37% ↑

Source: Guggeinheim investments, S&P Capital IQ
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According to S&P’s findings,  the share of LBO’s with leverage of more than 7x have 

increased since the crisis, which contribute to the majority of defaults during economic / industry 

downturns and as shown below >7x leverage transactions exhibit close to a 50% increase in 

cumulative defaults.(S&P Capital IQ LCD)  

            

Additionally given the current state of the low interest rate environment and availability of 

credit, cash flow coverage (EBITDA to interest), another indicator that defaults, are at historical 

highs. Evidence indicate that the cumulative defaults surge when the coverage is less than 2x, 

which currently only makes up 2% of loans vs. 64% in 2007. (S&P Capital IQ LCD) If interest 

rates were to rise and debt costs increase for issuers with floating debt instruments, defaults 

could potentially increase in the near future, and more drastically if a liquidity shortage 

slowdown in the economy were to occur. 
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In addition, covenant-lite transactions with lenient terms for borrowers and less 

protection for lenders could potentially contribute to increased distress, perhaps in the form of 

less recovery rates to lenders given cash flow could potentially deteriorate prior to a payment 

default, given contractual financial covenants are not measured frequently or have substantial 

cushion prior to a trigger event occurring. According to S&P Capital, approximately 100% of the 

10 largest LBO’s executed in 2014 have covenant-lite terms, which is the highest percentage 

measured since 2003 (WSJ). Guggenheim investments published that in the first half of 2014, 

62% of all institutional bank loan issuances were covenant-lite.  

 

In terms of defaults, among 423 issuers who issued covenant lite loans between 2005 and 1Q 14, 

29 defaulted, which resulted in an average three year cumulative default rate of 18.8% vs. 13.4% 

of all non-investment grade issuers over the same period. An interesting fact is that among the 29 

defaults measured, 69% or 20 issuers were PE sponsored companies, which seems appropriate 

that the “lite” structure likely provides more flexibility. Among the 29 defaults, the type of 

restructuring or default is illustrated below. Distressed exchanges are common among PE issuers 

given it often provides first lien lenders a higher recovery rates, however could be problematic if 

the first round of restructuring does not substantially turnaround the Company’s operations and 
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could potentially result in further distress and less recovery rates. 

     

 

Switching to recoveries, excluding non-defaulted instruments, investors across the 

covenant lite debt spectrum had lower recoveries vs. all LBO’s and issuers in the Moody’s 

ultimate recovery database, however first lien bank debt holders recovery rates largely remain 

comparable to all defaults included in the Moody’s database, likely due to the structure of 

distressed exchanges which are discussed further below. (Moody’s, 2014) 

 

Sponsors & Defaults 

As a result of high leverage, poor management oversight, and changing industry conditions, 

defaults are prominently high, especially among PE sponsored companies. According to a Fitch 

study published in May 2014, PE backed debt transactions have led to 31% of all defaults since 
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2007, based on Fitch’s U.S. High Yield and Leveraged Loan Default index, which in dollar 

terms equates to $120B in loans. (Fitch, 2014)  

     

 In terms of the private equity firms and default rates, among the 14 largest firms, a 

Moody’s study published that on an average basis, Cerberus led LBO’s had the highest default 

rate at 16% over the 2008 to 2013 period and followed by Apollo at 13%, which compares 

negatively to an average rate of 6% among these firms. (Financial Times, 2014).  

 

Credit Ratings & Default Rates  

Prior to the most recent financial recession, Moody’s noted that the default rates of the sponsored  
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issuers were higher, albeit modestly for Ba (8.3% Sponsored vs. 5.5% Non-Sponsored) and Caa 

rated issuers (53.1% vs. 45.8%) and comparably similar for B-rated issuers (18.8% vs. 18.7%), 

which comprise approximately two-thirds of all LBO issuers. (Moody’s, 2006) Based on the 

comment by Moody’s that B rated credits comprise majority of the LBO transactions and that the 

default rates were comparable, average cumulative default rates for corporates are shown below 

as compiled by S&P and data shows that defaults are prominent within a few years of the 

issuance of a B or worse rated credits. (S&P, 2014) Among global corporates, approximately 

63% of B rated credits defaults on an average basis from 08 – 13. Based on Professor Altman’s 

Z-Score rating scale, an average Z-score of a B rated corporate is 1.8. (Altman Presentation 

Current Outlook for Global & Credit Markets) 

 

Source: Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services 
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Interesting to note is the rating changes which occur upon becoming sponsored. The data 

indicates that majority of the Ba and B rated credits prior to becoming sponsored are 

downgraded, while Caa-C type issuers experience an upgrade likely given the assumption of 

stronger management oversight and restructuring action by the sponsor. (Moody’s, 2006) 

   

Source: Moody’s 

Recovery Rates 

A 2006 report indicated that recovery rates were slightly higher for non-sponsored Ba credits, the 

family recovery rates largely were similar across the sponsored and non-sponsored issuers for 

other comparably rated issuers.  (Moody’s, 2006)  

 

Source: Moody’s 

The same trends continue to be in play post-recession. Moody’s reviewed 200 LBO defaults 

since 1988, completed post-recession in 2012, which indicated the same results as the pre-

financial recession results as discussed above which concluded that the recovery rates were 

similar solely when the only variability was LBO vs. non-LBO. The data indicates average 
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family recovery rate of 54% is strikingly similar to recoveries on issuers with non-sponsored 

debt issuers of 55%. (Moody’s 2012) 

 

                    Source: Moody’s Investor’s Service 

The caveat, however, was the default type, which affected the recovery rates – for instance, the 

majority of the LBO’s utilize pre-packaged bankruptcies or distressed exchanges (explained 

below) vs. two thirds of Non-LBO’s, which default via regular bankruptcy. (Moody’s, 2012) 

 

In the case of prepackaged bankruptcies, 54.30% of LBO debt vs. 53.18% non-LBO debt 

recovered and in terms of regular bankruptcies, 46.90% of LBO debt recovered vs. 50.1% on non-

LBO debt on an average basis during the last three default cycles (’89 – ’92, ’99 – ’04, ’09 – ’10). 

Distressed exchanges in contrast recovered 72.1% of debt in an LBO vs. 71.8% in a non-LBO 

transaction. (Moody’s 2012) Distressed exchanges are instances where a payment default or 

bankruptcy event can be avoided via exchange of the original financial obligation at a discount for 

restructured debt or a combination of debt, securities, or assets. Distressed exchanges are popular 

amongst private equity-backed companies given they have the flexibility to transact a restructure 
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given the covenant lite structures as discussed above and provide first lien lenders higher recovery 

rates. (Moody’s 2010) 

 

Data indicates that of all the defaults incurred during 2009, 44.2% of the defaults resulted in 

distressed exchanges compared to 36% for non-LBO transactions. An interesting thing to note that 

is out of the 77 defaults in 2009, 54 of them were related to issuers beginning in 2005. Moody’s 

also noted that more than 90% of issuers since 2005 were initially assigned a rating of single-B. 

(Moody’s 2010) 

 

 

Source: Moody’s 
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While distressed exchanges assist in the stabilization of a company’s capital structure, Moody’s 

indicates that approximately 31.2% of all distressed exchanges which occurred between 1973 and 

2004 resulted in subsequent defaults. (Moody’s, 2010) 

 

While the family recovery rates were similar across LBO’s and non-LBO’s, a differentiating 

characteristic among the recovery rates resided within bank debt. Moody’s research identified that 

bank debt holders recovered less in an LBO transaction vs. non-LBO’s primarily due to the lower 

ratio of subordinated or junior debt to total debt in an LBO transaction, which bear losses first. In 

an LBO transaction, junior creditors comprise approximately 45% of the total debt profile of the 

company vs. 51% in a non-LBO transaction. (Moody’s, 2012) 

 

As a result of this nuance in LBO’s and the Sponsor’s incentive to maintain favorable 

relationships with its banks, it is likely sponsors pursue prepackaged bankruptcies or distressed 

exchanges, since these ultimately resulted in higher recovery rates for senior creditors (Moody’s, 

2012).  Fitch additionally observed that among a sample of 95 companies first lien creditors in an 
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LBO and a non-LBO transaction recovered prices at approximately 74% of par upon emergence 

from bankruptcy. (Fitch Ratings, 2014) Moody’s published that given financial and strategic 

incentives involved for a Sponsor, a liquidation scenario in an LBO had a lower incidence rate of 

9% vs. 18% in a case of non-LBO. (Moody’s 2012) 

 

Summary: Given the overarching evidence that LBO’s default often particularly for transactions 

over 7x leverage, the remainder of the discussion will involve the discussion of Energy Future 

Holdings, Tribune and iHeart Media LBO’s, all three meet the leverage criteria at inception and 

the non-investment grade corporate ratings. The discussion as mentioned in the introduction will 

examine the events leading up to the LBO, capital structure, Z” Score prediction, current debt 

trading ranges and the current state of affairs at each of the corporates.  

 

Source: S&P  
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Energy Futures Holdings 

Energy Futures Holdings – formerly called TXU Corporation – is a domestic electric 

utility firm based in Dallas, Texas. The firm has operations in electricity generation, delivery and 

retail and commercial distribution all over the state of Texas. Founded in 1912, but with roots 

dating back to 18821, the firm has been an established power producer for a long time in the 

Texas market. At the turn of the century however, TXU Corp was struggling with poor 

performance particularly in the recently deregulated UK Power market, with a $4.23 billion loss 

in 2004. At the time the board went and hired John Wilder2, a veteran CEO with experience in 

the energy sector particularly Oil and Gas. Wilder immediately set about implementing a highly 

focused growth strategy by shedding all non-core assets, exiting the UK market and re-focusing 

the company on its home market of Texas where he sought to produce power as cheaply as 

possible and to sell that power to consumers at the highest possible margins. 

The Texas power market itself was also undergoing considerable changes at the time with 

the state undertaking reforms to deregulate power generation and distribution in 20023.  As a 

result, consumers (commercial and industrial) were allowed to switch providers per their 

choosing, and suppliers were allowed to charge prices that reacted to demand and supply (within 

defined ranges). To help attract new entrants, a two tiered pricing system was set up with a floor 

price called the “Price to Beat” (PTB)4 that only new entrants could undercut, thereby allowing 

them to attract customers. This PTB was enforced for a five year duration as part of the phasing 

in of deregulation, and factored in the cost of inputs (natural gas, oil or coal). Since natural gas 

was used primarily in setting this benchmark price, the price of gas became a key determinant in 

                                                 
1 http://www.energyfutureholdings.com/about/history.aspx 
2 http://investing.businessweek.com/research/stocks/private/person.asp?personId=269800 
3 http://historyofderegulation.tcaptx.com/SB7-Report-2012.pdf 
4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deregulation_of_the_Texas_electricity_market#The_.22price_to_beat.22 
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the cost structure. As seen in figure 1, the price of natural gas was well over $5 per 1000 cubic 

feet in the early part of the decade, leading to higher PTB levels. However since most of TXU’s 

power was produced using cheaper Coal and nuclear power plants, they had a cost advantage. 

This allowed them to maximize profits especially with natural gas prices rising strongly from 

2004 to 2007. Additionally, Texas had an isolated power grid which meant most of the electricity 

was produced domestically in-state and there was less competition from out of state sources.  

 

Figure 1. Natural Gas Prices 2002-20145 

With its pricing power and limited competition, TXU started to produce very strong 

profits as profits grew 5x in just one year from 2004 to 2005 (to $1.71 billion from $386 

million). TXU stock also had a near 5x jump in price, and Wilder received considerable 

recognition for his leadership6.  

The recognition accorded to the firm’s management coupled with the strong cash flows 

produced by TXU attracted the attention of private equity buyers in 2006. Earlier, three private 

equity firms (KKR, TPG and Blackstone) had worked together on a deal to buy another power 

firm in Texas – Texas Genco, a deal that they were able to exit quite profitably. This time, KKR 

                                                 
5 http://www.eia.gov/dnav/ng/hist/n3045us3m.htm 
6 http://www.reuters.com/article/2007/07/26/txu-buyout-wilder-idUSN2522153820070726 
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and TPG decided to pair up together and the two firms made an offer to buy out the firm and take 

it private via an LBO transaction. The deal struck with management called for a purchase price 

of $45 Billion ($32 Billion equity and the assumption of $13 Billion of existing debt) which 

made it the largest LBO transaction in the US at the time. The buyers added Goldman Sachs as a 

third partner on the deal and the 3 firms put in $8 Billion of equity, with the rest of the purchase 

funded by new debt (including pay-in-kind debt, where debt servicing is done by issuing more 

debt). Despite the risks posed by high leverage, the private equity buyers looked at the potential 

cash flows that would be produced in the environment of high and rising natural gas prices and 

thought the risks were manageable. Lenders snapped up the debt offered and the deal was fully 

financed by a consortium of lenders including such top tier investors as Warren Buffet and 

Berkshire Hathaway7.  

As part of the takeover, TXU was renamed to Energy Futures Holdings. Shortly after the 

takeover, CEO John Wilder announced his departure from the firm along with a $280 million 

severance package89. The deal closed the day before the Dow hit its highest value in the pre-

recession era (October 10, 2007). 

Initially, the deal seemed to be going well with the price of natural gas rising further. This 

meant that the firm’s spread on the price charged to customers and the cost of producing 

electricity kept widening and the deal looked to be going to plan. However, shortly after Q2 

2008, two events occurred that changed the economics of the entire firm. First – the economy hit 

a slowdown and all of a sudden the demand for electricity, which here to fore had risen year on 

year, hit a sudden wall with the 2008 financial crisis and started to drop. Separately, on the 

                                                 
7 http://bankruptcynews.dowjones.com/Article?an=DJFDBR0020131022e9amm6bh0 
8 http://news.muckety.com/2007/10/15/meet-txu-ex-john-wilder-super-tycoon/114 
9 http://www.reuters.com/article/2007/07/26/txu-buyout-wilder-idUSN2522153820070726 
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supply side of natural gas, high prices for several years had led to a lot of domestic exploration. 

New drilling techniques including horizontal drilling and fracking were devised that helped 

extract natural gas from the massive shale rock formations in the United States, causing the price 

of domestic natural gas to drop precipitously (From a high of over $13 to well below $3. This 

meant the regulated price of power in Texas was adjusted sharply downwards, hitting the 

revenue side of the equation. Energy Futures Holdings (EFH) was now struggling to generate 

enough cash to service its large debt load, and risks started to appear to the firm’s viability in a 

prolonged environment of very low natural gas prices10. The price of wholesale power, which 

had risen from $56.35/MW in 2007 to $77.19 in 2008 ended up falling to $34.03 in 2009. Low 

demand and natural gas prices have kept prices low, with prices in 2013 at $33.71/MW11. By 

2010, it became clear that the firm would struggle to continue to operate without some sort of 

restructuring. In 2012, the first steps in this direction were taken when the firm started to re-

structure its subsidiaries in order to remove some of the interdependencies and liabilities between 

each of the different entities, particularly the regulated side of the business (delivery) from the 

unregulated side (generation, retail).  

Post-take over, Energy Future Holdings was divided up into two main parts – Energy 

Futures Intermediate Holdings (EFIH) and Energy Future Competitive Holdings (EFCH). EFIH 

was the parent company of Oncor Electric Delivery Holdings which in turn was the parent firm 

of Oncor Electric Delivery Company which was the regulated side of the business and focused 

entirely on power delivery. EFCH was the parent company of Texas Competitive Electric 

Holdings, which in turn was parent of the two other operating units – Luminant, the power 

                                                 
10 http://www.nytimes.com/2010/02/28/business/energy-environment/28txu.html 
11 http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424052702304163604579531644232506988 
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generation business and TXU Energy, the retail sales arm. EFCH was the more levered side of 

the business, with over $25 Billion in debt, while Oncor Electric, which was ring-fenced from 

the rest of the firm owing to the highly regulated nature of its business, was operationally still 

quite profitable and had far less debt on the books (just over $6.5 Billion). Figure 2 has a 

schematic showing the firm’s structure. 

 

Figure 2. EFH Company Structure12 

Concerns around EFH’s ability to service debt had started to emerge and as a result 

several hedge funds and distressed firms started looking at getting into this situation. In 2012, the 

firms holding EFH debt read like a who’s who of the top hedge funds and distressed investors – 

Apollo Global Management, Oaktree Capital Management, Centerbridge Partners, GSO Capital 

Partners, and the credit arm of Blackstone Group LP among others. Ironically Blackstone had 

been miffed at not being invited to be part of the original deal, and had even sought to put 

together a rival offer, but a competing bid did not pass financial muster internally within the 

                                                 
12 

https://www.isenberg.umass.edu/finance/uploads/textWidget/6998.00029/documents/paper_EFH_September_2013.

pdf 
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firm. However Blackstone was able to make money trading the debt on the secondary market and 

its advisory business was also brought on to help advice EFH through the bankruptcy process. 

By late 2012, on the heels of a debt exchange13 between EFH and its lenders, Moody’s and other 

ratings agencies cut the rating of the firm14 and tagged the firm with a limited default – this set 

off the bankruptcy process. By this point EFH had racked up nearly $18 Billion in cumulative 

losses since 2007. From early 2013, EFH hired Kirkland & Ellis, a law firm specializing in 

restructuring to act as its counsel. They also hired restructuring bankers at Blackstone and 

Evercore to help advice on the preparations for filing and in the negotiations with lenders. 

A key date in this timeline was May 1st, 2013 when an interest payment of $270 million 

was due to lenders. EFH’s senior creditors were unhappy with this payment since cash was being 

used to pay interest to lenders who would be below them in recovery if the firm was to file a 

bankruptcy. EFH argued that it needed to buy time to avoid fights between itself and the 

different groups of creditors on the final restructuring plan. It was already clear that the regulated 

business, Oncor, would not be part of the bankruptcy filing. A serious effort was made to try and 

work out a pre-packaged deal with lenders before May 1st so as to avoid making the $270 million 

interest payment, but the creditors were too far apart on any restructuring proposals and in the 

end the firm decided to pay the interest due rather than file for bankruptcy protection so as to 

secure more time to work out a pre-arranged bankruptcy before filing for Chapter 11 protection. 

EFH by this point had over $40 billion in debt along with a complex network of subsidiaries and 

                                                 
13 http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-12-10/txu-bond-plunge-reaps-450-million-windfall-corporate-

finance.html 
14 http://bankruptcynews.dowjones.com/Article?an=DJFDBR0020121211e8cbp0en3 
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corporate entities with inter-dependent financial obligations. To quote Harvey Miller from Weil, 

Gotshal & Manges LLP, "The payment is in exchange for more time".   

Shortly after, the first proposal for the pre-arranged bankruptcy was released in May 

2013. In this plan, the firm would be split into two parts15 along the divisions (EFCH and EFIH). 

The lenders to EFCH would forgive the roughly $25 billion owed to them in exchange for the 

ownership of that business. EFIH would continue to operate Oncor and was working with its 

lenders to hammer out a final deal. However creditor agreement among the different debt issued 

was hard to secure, and negotiations continued back and forth. Separately, EFH started to seek 

Debtor In Possession financing as part of its restructuring plan. 

In September 2013, concerns arose once again on the next interest payment ($270 

million) that was due on November 1st on Texas Competitive debt. Senior creditors of Texas 

Competitive like Apollo, Oaktree and Centerbridge did not want these payments to be made to 

junior bondholders ahead of the holders of the senior debt. Negotiations started between EFH 

and the two main sets of creditors (lenders to Energy Futures Holding Intermediate Holding and 

Energy Futures Intermediate holdings)  to work out the details for a pre-arranged bankruptcy 

with lenders signing confidentiality agreements in order to inspect the books of the firm and 

review non-public financial information. However no final agreement was arrived at, and 

disagreements surfaced between the unsecured bondholders at Oncor and the senior bond holders 

of Texas Competitive Electric on the valuation of their respective businesses (in order to 

determine the value each group of creditors received in the restructured firm after bankruptcy).  

                                                 
15 http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424127887323951904578292162831179162 
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To help overcome this stalemate, Fidelity Investments (who owned several billion 

dollars’ worth of debt in EFH and its subsidiaries) proposed a settlement formula -  

a) TCEH bondholders (owed $25 Bn) exchange debt for 94% of parent company 

b) Unsecured bondholders at parent firm get 4% 

c) Current private equity owners of EFH retain 2% 

d) EFIH bondholders (owed $1.5 Bn) get tracking stock that tracks performance of Oncor 

Separately, Oncor bondholders indicated that they would be willing to walk away for a $1.55 Bn 

payment to retire the debt and interest owed to them (while taking a haircut on the interest 

premium). 

Finally, a third proposal was also circulated out among the lenders – In this case, TCIH senior 

lenders gets 91% while PE owners and Oncor bondholders split the remaining 9% stake in the 

new firm after restructuring. All other junior unsecured lenders were wiped out.  

However in the end, no deal could be reached in time by the November 1st deadline, and EFH 

went ahead with its interest payment for that period16. 

Finally, in April of 201417, the terms of a proposal agreeable to greater percentage of the senior 

lenders started to emerge18 which served as the basis for EFH’s bankruptcy filing19. 

                                                 
16 http://bankruptcynews.dowjones.com/Article?an=DJFDBR0020131031e9avdkgai 
17 http://www.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304163604579531283352498074 
18 http://www.energyfutureholdings.com/restructuring/pdf/press_release_4-29-14.pdf 
19 http://www.star-telegram.com/news/business/article3855518.html 
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a) Lenders to Texas Competitive Electric Holdings get ownership of the business in tax free 

spinoff 

b) Junior Bondholders of Oncor get ownership stake in Energy Future Intermediate Holding Co, 

the parent firm. Bondholders to also repay higher ranking creditors ($2bn) in exchange for higher 

stake in EFI. 

c) Citigroup and Deutsche Bank to provide $11 Bn in bankruptcy loans. ($5bn for EFI, $4.5Bn 

for TCHI, $2n from subsidiary of Oncor's bondholders) 

 

Figure 3. EFH restructuring plan 
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Additional discussions with other lenders was ongoing20 but recoveries were very low (less than 

5 cents on the dollar). 

Shortly after this proposal came out, the EFH board publicly blessed the bankruptcy deal 

terms21. Energy Futures also went ahead with a proposed debt exchange to bail out EFIH by 

offering first-lien lenders the opportunity to swap their old debt ($4B) for a piece of the DIP 

loan. To entice lenders to accept the swap, the first lien lenders who took the deal got a 20% 

premium on the loan balance.22  However in less than a month, the bankruptcy financing plan23 

faces opposition and some of the lenders tried to put together an alternative financing proposal24. 

In a June bankruptcy court ruling however, Texas Competitive won approval for its bankruptcy 

plan25.  

At around the same time, the senior lenders to Energy Futures Intermediate sue the junior 

lenders claiming the latter were getting paid first unfairly. The junior lenders in turn are litigating 

with Energy Futures to get their debt declared as secured. 

Later on in June, EFH reveals changes to the $1.8 Bn loan financing plan after receiving 

criticism for the overly generous fees built into the loan ($100 million in fees per month). 

Around the same time, a group of Junior Bondholders of Energy Futures Intermediate and 

NextEra Energy offer to provide a new $2.3 Bn second lien convertible DIP loan that they 

                                                 
20 http://bankruptcynews.dowjones.com/Article?an=DJFDBR0020140430ea4upkr6g 
21 http://bankruptcynews.dowjones.com/Article?an=DJFDBR0020140428ea4svp3tl 
22 http://bankruptcynews.dowjones.com/Article?an=DJFDBR0020140507ea57p69l2 
23 http://bankruptcynews.dowjones.com/Article?an=DJFDBR0020140516ea5gmun1j 
24 http://bankruptcynews.dowjones.com/Article?an=DJFDBR0020140515ea5foqyyz 
25 http://www.wsj.com/articles/energy-future-holdings-wins-approval-of-5-4-billion-bankruptcy-loan-1402089972 
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claimed was superior to the $1.9 Bn funding currently being raised26. This loan converts to 68% 

of equity in the final restructured firm. 

While that proposal was being evaluated, the very next month NextEra separately pitched 

a takeover plan for Oncor27. This new interest in the Oncor assets resulted in a change of plans - 

EFH scraped its original plans for restructuring, announcing that it will instead continue talks 

with NextEra and other interested parties ahead of an auction of the assets of its regulated 

delivery business unit28. Other bids also emerge for the Oncor unit from the Hunt family of 

Texas and the Teacher Retirement System of Texas29. However this deal was only for the EFIH 

part of the business, the EFCI business unit (with the majority of the debt outstanding) would 

continue to use the same general restructuring plan as before, but now there was the potential 

that some of the residual assets from the auction of EFIH would flow back to the parent company 

which could benefit lenders to the parent firm to a certain extent. 

While the plan for Oncor was being finalized, a separate line of discussion on the tax 

credits and the tax free spinoff of key assets became a key focal point of negotiations between 

lenders and Energy futures. The concern was that if the lenders insisted on getting most of the 

tax breaks of the deal, the restructured firm emerging out of bankruptcy would not be a viable 

enterprise. Ultimately a compromise was reached on this with the different lenders, helping the 

deal to proceed. 

                                                 
26 http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-06-23/energy-future-said-to-revise-loan-backing-restructuring.html 
27 http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-11-03/energy-future-s-speedy-bankruptcy-hinges-on-oncor-ruling.html 
28 http://www.wsj.com/articles/energy-future-scraps-restructuring-pact-deal-talks-continue-1406206008 
29 http://www.wsj.com/articles/hunt-family-texas-pension-fund-seek-to-invest-in-energy-future-holdings-

1403912361 
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Finally, in September 201430, EFH won court approval to conduct an auction for its 80% 

stake in the Oncor unit (part of EFIH)31. The court approved a 5 month timeline for the 

bankruptcy filing to be completed (Feb 2015). 

 

Figure 4. Biggest bankruptcies on record 

A complete chronology of the events leading to bankruptcy is described in the timeline table in 

Exhibit 4.  

While the restructuring plan has not yet been fully agreed upon by all lenders, the DIP 

financing bonds are trading pretty much at par, which indicates the market pricing Energy Future 

Holding’s successful refinancing and is indicative that the firm will emerge out of bankruptcy as 

a far healthier operating enterprise.  

 

                                                 
30 http://bankruptcynews.dowjones.com/Article?an=DJFDBR0120140916ea9gjkfax 
31 http://www.wsj.com/articles/energy-future-opens-the-bidding-on-rights-to-oncor-stake-1411212940 
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iHeart Media, Inc. 

Clear Channel Communications, renamed iHeart Media, Inc. (“iHM”) in September 

2014, was founded in 1972 and has since become one of the most dominant firms in the media 

industry.  The organization employs 21,000 people and operates in three segments – media and 

entertainment, US outdoor advertising, and international outdoor advertising.  As of December 

2013, the firm owned approximately 850 radio stations across the United States with roughly 245 

million listeners per month.  Clear Channel Outdoor owned and operated nearly 700,000 outdoor 

display billboards across 45 countries around the globe (Capital IQ).   

The outdoor advertising business is operated by Clear Channel Outdoor, a publically-

traded subsidiary of iHM.  iHM, on the other hand, has been privately-owned since the 2008 

leveraged buyout by Bain Capital and Thomas H. Lee Partners, LP (Capital IQ).  The LBO 

resulted in a significant increase in leverage for iHM’s balance sheet, a weight under which the 

firm has been struggling in recent years.  Coupled with current cash flow difficulties, many 

analysts fear that the organization is headed for financial distress and bankruptcy if conditions 

fail to improve over the next several years.     

Prior to the LBO transaction, iHM was the preeminent media organization, with a large 

portfolio of AM/FM radio stations and television stations under ownership.  Despite a declining 

radio market stemming from the advent of satellite and digital music, iHM, which boasted a 30% 

market share, was still outperforming its competitors.  The firm owned a total of 1,200 radio 

stations and 30 television stations.  John Connaughton, a Bain Capital managing director and 

lead negotiator in the buyout dealings explained that iHM was “considered to be one of the most 

exceptional performers in the media industry” (Stein).  The firm also had low levels of debt – 

iHM’s outstanding debt just before being purchased was around $5 billion, a stark contrast to the 
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$21 billion currently on the books.  Needless to say, Bain and Thomas H. Lee considered iHM to 

be a viable and profitable LBO target.   

The takeover process originated as iHM began exploring options for takeover of its own 

accord.  iHM management initially consulted Goldman Sachs for advice on strategic options and 

next steps in 2006.  The LBO was announced to the public in November of the same year.  

Bain’s and Lee’s initial purchase offer was lower than several controlling shareholders 

considered reasonable; after a period of negotiation, the buyers and shareholders finally agreed to 

a price of $39.20 per share in September 2007 (Desmond).  During the months preceding and 

immediately following the announcement, iHM management divested radio stations and other 

assets in an effort to raise additional funds and increase its cash on hand (Robinson).         

As the financial crisis and credit crunch worsened, the banks (consisting of Deutsche 

Bank, Credit Suisse, Citigroup, RBS, Morgan Stanley, and Wachovia) that had agreed to finance 

the LBO deal attempted to alter the terms in an effort to avoid a significant loss.  The original 

terms provided for $22.1 billion of covenant-lite financing for Bain and Lee that would have 

provided $400 million in financing fees for the bank syndicate.  The $22.1 billion was composed 

of $18.5 billion in senior secured credit facilities with maturities up to eight years, a $1 billion 

receivables-backed six-year revolving credit facility, and a $2.6 billion unsecured eight-year 

bridge facility (Pengelly).  Such covenant-lite loans were rather popular in the years leading up 

to and during the crisis, with approximately $32 billion in loans issued between 1997 and 2006 

(Pengelly).   

The market for bank loans, however, had collapsed by early 2008.  As loan prices sharply 

declined, the bank syndicate became dubious about their ability to securitize the loan portfolio.  

The banks became increasingly afraid that they would incur a loss of nearly $2.7 billion from the 
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deal as opposed to the $400 million in profits as originally projected (Pengelly).  The most 

extreme amendment to the terms that the banks proposed was replacing the six-year credit 

facility with a three-year credit facility, an option that iHM would never have been able to 

accept, since the terms would have caused an immediate liquidity crisis.  Consequently, in March 

2008 Bain and Lee filed lawsuits against each of the banks in the state of New York while iHM 

(Clear Channel at the time) filed a lawsuit in the state of Texas (iHM is headquartered in San 

Antonio).  After months of legal dispute, the courts determined that the banks could not renege 

on the deal and were not legally justified in changing the terms simply due to the adverse 

economy (Desmond).  Bain and Lee did, however, renegotiate the purchase price to provide the 

syndicate with some appeasement.  The banks and shareholders settled on an adjusted price of 

$36 per share for a total value of $17.9 billion.  The deal officially closed in July 2008 with 

Moody’s estimating total leverage to be equivalent to 11.5x EBITDA.  The banks did manage to 

securitize the loans, but were forced to sell at a steep discount with ratings of Caa1 and CCC+ by 

Moody’s and S&P, respectively (Desmond).               

Since the LBO transpired, iHM is the most heavily leveraged broadcaster with nearly $21 

billion in long-term debt on its books.  The firm is rated Caa2 by Moody’s – a classification 

specified for firms with “‘very poor financial security [and] elements of danger with regard to 

financial capacity’” (Giovacco).  Bloomberg data shows that iHM’s interest expense has 

increased from $452 million in 2007, prior to the LBO, to $1.6 billion for the twelve months 

ended June 30, 2014.  Approximately half of the firm’s debt obligations ($10.1 billion) had or 

have maturities in 2016.  Consequently, executives are scrambling to refinance the increasing 

interest obligations that are threatening to send the firm into bankruptcy.  Since 2008, the firm’s 
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interest expense has exceeded its operating income which, not surprisingly, has contributed to 

the firm’s free cash flow deficit (Giovacco).     

iHM executives are actively attempting to refinance debt with current maturities in 2016 

in an effort to push the maturities out by three to four years.  Unfortunately, the refinancing 

agreements are occurring at higher interest rates than the existing loan and bond terms.  

According to CreditSights, Inc., iHM plans to refinance $1 billion in current loans due in 2016 

with interest rates of 365 basis points over Libor with loans due in 2019 sporting interest rates of 

750 basis points above Libor.  Additional exchanges include $448 million of notes paying 

10.75% and $340 million of bonds paying 11%, both due in 2016, for bonds paying 14% that 

would be due in 2021 (Giovacco).  Despite the higher interest payments, iHM executives are 

hopeful that the additional cushion in years resulting from extended maturities will prevent 

insolvency by providing time for the firm to improve its earnings and cash position.  The 

difficulty with this approach is that interest payments in the near term are higher and the debt 

balances themselves are no smaller.  In the meantime, the firm’s bonds are rated below 

investment grade, with S&P rating most of the bonds CCC+.  A majority of the firm’s bonds are 

trading at a discount, with the exception of several newly-issued bonds with maturities in 2022 

that are trading above par.  The trading range for iHM’s bonds is between $77 and $103 (for the 

later-maturity issues) (Bloomberg).  All of the equity that Bain and Lee have invested in the firm 

is, for all intents and purposes, worthless in the face of the heavy debt burden (Nolter).       

Considering the debt load, analysts are dubious as to whether the maturities tactic will 

save iHM since the organization’s earnings and cash position are also concerns for the firm.  

iHM has operated at a loss every year since the buyout occurred and has been delving into its 
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declining cash reserves to remain operational.  iHM expects that its interest expense in 2014 will 

approximately equal its free cash flow (Indap et al).       

Aside from analyzing cash flow and income deficits from financial statements, the Z”-

Score is a valuable metric with which to analyze and/or predict whether iHM is headed for 

insolvency.  The calculated Z”-Score based on the financial statements reported in the firm’s 10-

Q as of September 30, 2014 is an alarming 1.44, with a bond equivalent rating of D (see Exhibit 

1 for details).  The score as of the most recent fiscal year-end, December 30, 2014, is 1.72 – 

barely better than the September calculation result, and still solidly in the danger zone with a 

bond equivalent rating on the border between CCC- and D.  For comparison purposes, the Z”-

Scores as of the fiscal years ended 2007 and 2006, the years just prior to the buyout, were 3.34 

and 3.39, respectively.  The bond equivalent ratings for each of these years were CCC+.  The Z”-

Score as of the fiscal year ended December 2002, several years prior to news of the leveraged 

buyout emerged was 3.86 with a bond rating of B-.  These historic scores, especially ranging 

back to 2002, were improvements compared to the most recent calculation, but the firm appears 

to have been in the distress zone on the Z”-Score spectrum for quite some time.  Despite the 

dangerous score as early as 2002, the significant declines since that point in time are apparent 

and highlight the effect of the increased LBO debt on the firm’s balance sheet.   

Despite the fact that iHM has historically presented lower scores than are desirable on the 

Z” scale, the decline attributable to the LBO is severe.  When coupled with the firm’s declining 

cash balance, operating deficit, and considerable debt burden, the firm’s future as a solvent entity 

is dubious.  While many of the loans and bonds with maturities in 2016 have been refinanced 

into loans/bonds due between 2018 and 2021, the interest rates are higher and the balance has not 
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changed dramatically.  Bankruptcy for iHM may not occur within the next year, but iHM may 

very well find itself facing insolvency in the near term.      

 

Tribune Company 

The Tribune Company was founded in 1847 and is based in Chicago, Illinois.  The 

company started in the newspaper publishing business and later expanded into broadcasting, real 

estate, Major League Baseball ownership and a variety of other businesses.  The privately owned 

Tribune became a public company in 1983, went private again in 2007 via a leveraged buyout 

and emerged from a four year bankruptcy in 2012 as a publicly traded company.  In July 2014, 

the Tribune changed its name to Tribune Media Company and spun off Tribune Publishing.  

Tribune Media Company, through its subsidiaries, operates as a media and entertainment 

company in the United States. It operates The CW Television Network in most large cities, the 

FOX Network television affiliates in medium sized cities and various other stations throughout 

the US.  In addition, the company deploys its superstation WGN America through cable, 

satellite, and other similar distribution methods. As of March 31, 2014, its television station 

portfolio comprised approximately 42 television stations. In addition, Tribune provides music 

and video content and technologies to entertainment products and brands. Further, the company 

owns and manages real estate properties (Capital IQ).  

 Following the internet boom at the turn of the twenty first century, the digital revolution 

threatened the Tribune Company’s conventional advertising revenues.  Users that had reliably 

subscribed to Tribune’s published (and later broadcast) content started to shift focus to the World 

Wide Web.  As the consumers shifted, so did the advertising dollars.  In 2004, Tribune’s stock 

was selling for $54 per share and two years later it had declined 46% (Mills & Oneal, Part one).  
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In 2007, Chicago based [real estate] investor Sam Zell put his reputation on the line by buying 

the declining Tribune.  Zell ended up buying out the shareholders for $34 per share, using only 

$315 million dollars of equity ($250 million of his own) and financing the remainder with debt.  

Under the terms of the complex all-stock deal, which took take place in two stages, Zell 

contributed $250 million in equity and received convertible preferred stock in the company. An 

employee stock option program was the main holding entity for the company but Zell had rights 

entitling him to acquire 40 percent of Tribune's common stock.  Zell took a place on the 

company's board once the first stage of the deal closed and became chairman once the entire deal 

was completed. That occurred in the fourth quarter of 2007 (Zappone).  

The buyout totaled $8.2 billion and the newly raised debt pushed the total debt of the 

company to a staggering $13 billion.  Under the deal, the company would have debt at more than 

9x the cash flow (Mills & Oneal, Part two).   This extreme leverage coupled with the company’s 

$124 million third-quarter loss in November 2008 (compared to an $84 million profit in the same 

period of last year) should have scared off both lenders and investors (Capital IQ).    

During this time, however, the rise of the collateralized loan obligation (“CLO”) enticed 

banks to sponsor exactly this type of high risk, high fee deal.  With CLOs, the banks securitized 

loans and sold them off to investors, much in the same way that mortgage backed securities were 

being sold.  This allowed the banks to take big risks, but quickly shift the debt off their own 

balance sheets and onto those of investors.  Unfortunately for the Tribune deal, credit markets 

slowed at the same time that the company’s revenues were decreasing.  This left the banks 

struggling to sell off the CLOs and by 2008, just a year after Zell purchased the Tribune, the 

company filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection in the state of Delaware.  
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 The devastating effects of the waning conventional media platforms and the rise of the 

digital age hit the Tribune’s financials hard.  The decreasing revenues and profitability made 

covering interest payments difficult at $5 billion of debt, so adding an additional $8 billion of 

debt under Zell was not responsible.  Zell’s original plan was to use creative tax accounting and 

to sell off assets to raise capital when needed.  While the validation of this plan is debatable in 

good times, Zell did not, and could not, see the impending liquidation freeze that the impending 

financial crisis was about to create.  This made it impossible for the Tribune to sell off assets and 

therefore the company could not generate enough cash flow to pay off their debts.   

 In addition to the decreasing cash flow and over-leveraging of the company, the Altman 

Z”-Score sheds light on the health of the company.  As can be seen in Exhibit 2, in the two years 

preceding the LBO, the company was in rapid decline.  The Z”-Scores of 5.32 and 4.47 put the 

company in the gray zone, quickly approaching the distress zone.  In taking the 2006 financials 

and projecting 2007 with the equity and debt of the deal, we can see the effects of the leveraged 

buyout immediately taking the company into distress, with a 3.74 Z”-Score.   

 The Z”-Score, the declining competitive position of the Tribune in the industry and the 

enormous over leveraging of the company all should have been indicators that insolvency was on 

the horizon.  Even without foresight of the impending credit crunch and global economic crisis, 

Zell, the banks and the investors could have realized the real danger.  

 The Tribune Company emerged from Chapter 11 Reorganization in 2012, after four years 

in court.  During the bankruptcy, Tribune utilized $255 million of DIP financing from Barclays 

as well as other private placement capital infusions to maintain operations.  To raise additional 

capital, the company divested 95% of the Chicago Cubs baseball team in 2009. 
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Tribune’s plan of reorganization became effective on December 31, 2012. The Tribune 

Company had filed its amended plan in the court on March 28, 2011. The company closed on a 

new $1.1 billion senior secured term loan and a new $300 million asset based revolving credit 

facility. The term loan was used to fund certain required payments under the plan of 

reorganization and the revolving credit facility will be used to fund ongoing operations. The new 

Tribune issued 100 million shares of new class A common stock and new class B common stock 

and new warrants to purchase shares of new class A or class B common stock (Capital IQ).  

Under the terms of the reorganization, the administrative, tax and secured claims were all to be 

100% repaid.  The other claims received a pro-rata share in a mix of the new secured loan and 

stock offerings. 

During the bankruptcy, distressed company investors Oaktree Capital Management and 

Angelo, Gordon and Co each bought into Tribune’s debt.  Coming out of bankruptcy, Oaktree 

owned 23%, Gordon 9% and JP Morgan 9% of Tribune Media (Capital IQ).   

While the company has emerged from bankruptcy, the legal battles continue for some the 

pre-LBO creditors.  These creditors believe that they were defrauded when Zell paid $34 per 

share to equity investors before paying Tribune’s debts.  The lawsuit claims Fraudulent 

Conveyance on the grounds that the LBO debt burden left the company insolvent from the start.  

“Fraudulent transfer causes of action allow creditors to unwind transactions that unfairly or 

improperly deplete a debtor’s assets. Every state has enacted a fraudulent transfer statute that 

gives creditors a right to assert claims to recover fraudulent transfers.” (Panagakis, Winerman & 

Ziman)  In this case, creditors are seeking to reclaim their funds, from the LBO stock buyout, via 

a class action lawsuit.   
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On July 10, 2013, Tribune announced that it would split into two companies, spinning off 

the newspapers that were part of its publishing division into the Tribune Publishing Company. Its 

broadcasting, digital media and other assets (including Tribune Media Services, which among 

others, provides news and features content for Tribune's newspapers) would remain with the 

Tribune Company, renamed Tribune Media Company (Carr & Haughney).   

Today, Tribune Media Company is a $9.5 billion company with a 7.8x Debt to EBITDA 

ratio.  While Tribune hopes to improve EBITDA as bankruptcy and other expenses decrease, the 

company still struggles with volatile revenues as it faces stiff competition from digital 

powerhouses.  In the Tribune Company’s first year out of bankruptcy, the company was able to 

elevate their Z”-Score back into the mid-gray zone (Exhibit 2).  Chart 2 shows the Z”-Score 

trajectory through the bankruptcy.  In the equity markets, a concerning indicator for the company 

was its 5.8% decrease in the last year, while the S&P 500 increased 15.7%.  The Meredith 

Corporation, which also operates local and national media affiliates, has seen their stock increase 

by 2.7% over the same period (Yahoo Finance).   

On the positive side, consensus analyst estimates indicate double digit growth in the 

Tribune’s EBITDA over the next few years and expect the stock to outperform the competition 

(Capital IQ).  This would improve the Z”-Score, particularly by increasing EBIT to Assets and 

Equity to Liabilities.  If the company can indeed strengthen their competitive advantage and 

financials, they should be able to avoid a Chapter 22. 
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Exhibit 1: iHeartMedia, Inc. Current & Historical Z-Scores 

 

iHeartCommunications, Inc.

Altman Z-Score
X1 X2 X3 X4

Metrics WC/Total Assets RE/Total Assets EBIT/Total Assets BV Equity/Total Liab.

Weight 6.56 3.26 6.72 1.05

9 Months Ended 09.30.14

Working Capital 1,003,159,000.00      X1 0.07012139 0.46                            

Total Assets 14,306,035,000.00    X2 -0.82966986 (2.70)                          

Retained Earnings (11,869,286,000.00)  X3 0.05129416 0.34                            

EBIT 733,816,000.00          X4 0.09003871 0.09                            

BV of Equity 2,144,024,000.00      Constant 3.25

BV Total Liabilities 23,812,246,000.00    Z" 1.44                            

US Bond Equiv D

FYE 12.31.13

Working Capital 753,702,000.00          X1 0.04992296 0.33                            

Total Assets 15,097,302,000.00    X2 -0.73421741 (2.39)                          

Retained Earnings (11,084,702,000.00)  X3 0.06628880 0.45                            

EBIT 1,000,782,000.00      X4 0.09004546 0.09                            

BV of Equity 2,142,536,000.00      Constant 3.25

BV Total Liabilities 23,793,937,000.00    Z" 1.72                            

US Bond Equiv CCC-/D

FYE 12.31.07

Working Capital (518,694,000.00)        X1 -0.02758200 (0.18)                          

Total Assets 18,805,528,000.00    X2 -0.96277249 (3.14)                          

Retained Earnings (18,105,445,000.00)  X3 0.08787608 0.59                            

EBIT 1,652,556,000.00      X4 2.68813315 2.82                            

BV of Equity 26,902,936,000.00    Constant 3.25

BV Total Liabilities 10,008,037,000.00    Z" 3.34                            

US Bond Equiv CCC+

FYE 12.31.06

Working Capital 541,884,000.00          X1 0.02868602 0.19                            

Total Assets 18,890,179,000.00    X2 -0.99254697 (3.24)                          

Retained Earnings (18,749,390,000.00)  X3 0.08862367 0.60                            

EBIT 1,674,117,000.00      X4 2.46977610 2.59                            

BV of Equity 26,791,731,000.00    Constant 3.25

BV Total Liabilities 10,847,838,000.00    Z" 3.39                            

US Bond Equiv CCC+

FYE 12.31.02

Working Capital (887,144,000.00)        X1 -0.03205909 (0.21)                          

Total Assets 27,672,153,000.00    X2 -0.60362914 (1.97)                          

Retained Earnings (16,703,718,000.00)  X3 0.05658114 0.38                            

EBIT 1,565,722,000.00      X4 2.29636532 2.41                            

BV of Equity 30,913,810,000.00    Constant 3.25

BV Total Liabilities 13,462,061,000.00    Z" 3.86                            

US Bond Equiv B-

*All data obtained from SEC 10-K or 10-Q filings 

*US Bond Equiv ratings from Edward Altman and Edith Hotchkiss, Corporate Financial Distress and Bankruptcy  (New Jersey: Wiley, 2006), 248.
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Exhibit 2: Tribune Historical Z”-Scores 

 

 
  

Tribune Company

Altman Z"-Score
X1 X2 X3 X4 Constant

Metrics WC/Total Assets RE/Total Assets EBIT/Total Assets BV Equity/Total Liab

Weight 6.56 3.26 6.72 1.05 3.25

FYE 12.29.13

Working Capital 936,443,000.00          X1 0.08160006 0.54                          

Total Assets 11,476,009,000.00     X2 0.02104869 0.07                          

Retained Earnings 241,555,000.00          X3 0.03040656 0.20                          

EBIT 348,946,000.00          X4 0.75194262 0.79                          

BV of Equity 4,925,561,000.00       Constant 3.25                          

Total Liabilities 6,550,448,000.00       Z" 4.85                          

Sales 2,903,228,000.00       US Bond Equiv BB / BB-

Projected FY 2007 (2006 + LBO equity and debt)

Working Capital (1,202,161,000.00)      X1 -0.08970834 (0.59)                         

Total Assets 13,400,772,000.00     X2 0.23418897 0.76                          

Retained Earnings 3,138,313,000.00       X3 0.08094765 0.54                          

EBIT 1,084,761,000.00       X4 -0.21546457 (0.23)                         

BV of Equity (3,680,384,000.00)      Constant 3.25                          

Total Liabilities 17,081,156,000.00     Z" 3.74                          

Sales 5,443,564,000.00       US Bond Equiv B-

FYE 12.31.06

Working Capital (1,202,161,000.00)      X1 -0.08970834 (0.59)                         

Total Assets 13,400,772,000.00     X2 0.23418897 0.76                          

Retained Earnings 3,138,313,000.00       X3 0.08094765 0.54                          

EBIT 1,084,761,000.00       X4 0.47566808 0.50                          

BV of Equity 4,319,616,000.00       Constant 3.25                          

Total Liabilities 9,081,156,000.00       Z" 4.47                          

Sales 5,443,564,000.00       US Bond Equiv B+

FYE 12.25.05

Working Capital 21,739,000.00            X1 0.00149448 0.01                          

Total Assets 14,546,242,000.00     X2 0.19419187 0.63                          

Retained Earnings 2,824,762,000.00       X3 0.07749019 0.52                          

EBIT 1,127,191,000.00       X4 0.85996890 0.90                          

BV of Equity 6,725,551,000.00       Constant 3.25                          

Total Liabilities 7,820,691,000.00       Z" 5.32                          

Sales 5,511,283,000.00       US Bond Equiv BBB- / BB+

*All data obtained from SEC 10-K filings 

*US Bond Equiv ratings from Edward Altman and Edith Hotchkiss, Corporate Financial Distress and Bankruptcy  (New Jersey: Wiley, 2006), 248.
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Exhibit 3: TXU Historical Z”-Scores 
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Exhibit 4: TXU - Timeline of Events 

2004 

John Wilder brought on as CEO of TXU – at this time, TXU was reeling from multi-billion dollar losses in 

the UK (after the energy market there was deregulated) and had lost its footing in the deregulated Texas 

market. Wilder turns around the firm rapidly by selling of non-core businesses and focusing on just 2 things 

- producing electricity at lowest cost and selling it for the highest profit by raising prices aggressively. He 

announced plans for 11 massive power plants in part to scare away competition, while simultaneously 

looking to raise prices as much as possible (in conjunction with rising natural gas prices) 

2004 

KKR, TPG, Blackstone and Hellman & Friedman LLC work together to acquire Texas Genco LLC in an 

LBO. Deal is profitably sold on to another buyer 

2004 

Since deregulation in 1999, Texas electricity prices are benchmarked to natural gas. TXU however 

operated coal and nuclear power plants. As natural gas prices soared, it seemed like the cost advantage 

would lead to large profits. Pre-1999, they would have been capped by their generation costs (not just the 

natural gas price peg). At this time, Texas was also isolated from other power grids and most electricity 

was produced in-state. 

2005 

Wilder’s strategy with its dual pronged focus on pricing and margins starts to pay off - TXU stock takes off 

and is one of the best investments in the stock market. Profits in 2005 grew fivefold from 2004, to $1.71 

billion from $386 million. TXU stock holders had a total return of 495% in the three years under Mr. 

Wilder between 2004 and 2007.  

2007 

TXU’s cash flow brings private equity interest. TXU is acquired in a $45 billion ($32 Bn equity, $13 Bn 

debt) LBO transaction (biggest LBO in US history at the time). Buyers include KKR, TPG and Goldman 

Sachs. A premium of 15% was offered to the stock price at that time. PIK bonds were used as part of the 

takeover (interest on bonds can be paid by issuing more deb). CEO John Wilder leaves the firm with a $280 

million severance package. KKR, TPG & Goldman Sachs contribute $8 Bn, remaining $24 Bn financed 

with debt. TXU already had $13 Bn in debt on its balance sheet.  

 

Even Warren Buffet buys $2Bn of bonds for Berkshire Hathaway (later written off with a $900 million 

loss) 

2007 

Deal closed on Oct 10, 2007 - day before DOW hit its peak before the great recession. TXU is renamed as 

Energy Future Holdings (EFH). 

2007 

High natural gas prices and the discovery of shale gas drilling techniques (fracking) in the US result in a 

drastic surge in domestic production, which caused a rapid fall in the price of natural gas. This sudden 

reversal in profitability proved to be a very difficult hurdle to surpass especially since the firm was very 

heavily leveraged and had a huge interest servicing burden. Additionally the demand for electricity slowed 

down in part to the recession.  

2007 

Prices went from $56.35/MW in 2007 to $77.19 in 2008 before plunging to $34.03 in 2009. In 2013, prices 

were at $33.71/MW 

2007 

TXU consists of  three business units - 

a) TXU Electric Delivery Company (later called Oncor Electric Delivery Company), the highly regulated 

piece that delivers electricity to customers 

b) Texas Utility, the electricity generation business (now called Luminant) 

c) TXU Energy - the retail arm that sold electricity to customers.  
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2012 

EFH works on severing liabilities that bound its different subsidiaries to each other, particularly the 

regulated side of the company from the unregulated side including separation of pension plans. Tentative 

plan to turn over unregulated businesses to creditors while holding onto the regulated business. 

2012 

Firms holding EFH debt - Apollo Global Management, Oaktree Capital Management, Centerbridge 

Partners, GSO Capital Partners, credit arm of Blackstone Group LP. Blackstone was miffed at not being 

part of original buyout but makes substantial profits on TXU debt that it buys at major discount.  

Dec-12 

Moody's cuts EFH's ratings even further (LD modifier added to rating i.e. limited default) after EFH 

worked out a debt exchange with lenders. Ratings agencies classified this as a distressed debt exchange. 

EFH has racked up more than $18 billion in losses since 2007 

Feb-13 

EFH hires Kirkland & Ellis LLP, a law firm that specialized in restructuring. EFH also hires restructuring 

bankers at Blackstone Group LP and Evercore in an advisory capacity. 

Apr-13 

Paid $270 million in interest due May 1st. Decided to pay rather than file for bankruptcy protection so as to 

secure more time to work out a pre-arranged bankruptcy before filing for Chapter 11 protection. Firm has 

over $40 billion in debt, complex network of subsidiaries and corporate entities with inter-dependent 

financial obligations. "The payment is in exchange for more time" - Harvey Miller from Weil, Gotshal & 

Manges LLP. Senior Creditors unhappy since cash is now being used to pay interest to lenders who would 

be below them in recovery. EFH argues that it needs to buy time to avoid fights between itself and the 

different groups of creditors on the final restructuring plan. Oncor will not be part of the bankruptcy filing 

Apr-13 

Pre-arranged bankruptcy proposal is released - senior creditors of Texas Competitive Electric Holdings, an 

unregulated subsidiary that sells power in a competitive wholesale market, would forgive roughly $25 

billion in debt for ownership stakes in the parent company, Energy Future Holdings, the people said. Senior 

creditors would also get about $5 billion in debt or new cash as part of the proposal 

May-13 EFH records $314 million in losses due to natural gas hedges 

Sep-13 

EFH starts to look to raise almost $2B in DIP financing for Texas Competitive Electric Holdings 

(unregulated subsidiary, sells power in wholesale market) 

Sep-13 

$270 million due to junior bondholders at Texas Competitive Electric on Nov 1st. Credit holders clash on 

next step - senior lenders like Apollo, Oaktree and Centerbridge do not want these payments to junior bond 

holders to be made. Disagreements surface between unsecured bondholders at Oncor (owed $1.45 Billion) 

and senior bond holders of Texas Competitive Electric (owed $25 Billion) on valuation of each other's 

respective businesses. 

Sep-13 Confidentialy agreements signed by creditors ahead of reviewing non-public financial information at EFH 
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Oct-13 

Fidelity proposal -  

a) TCEH bondholders (owed $25 Bn) exchange debt for 94% of parent company 

b) Unsecured bondholders at parent firm get 4% 

c) Current private equity owners of EFH retain 2% 

d) EFIH bondholders (owed $1.5 Bn) get tracking stock that tracks performance of Oncor 

 

Oncor bondholders willing to walk away for $1.55 Bn payment 

 

Third proposal - TCIH senior lenders gets 91%, PE owners and Oncor bondholders split 9% stake.  

Oct-13 No deal reached. EFH set to make the November 1st payment 

Nov-13 $270 million due in bond repayments 

Apr-14 

Final terms of a proposal emerge -  

a) lenders to Texas Competitive Electric Holdings get ownership of the business in tax free spinoff 

b) Junior Bondholders of Oncor get ownership stake in Energy Future Intermediate Holding Co, the parent 

firm. Bondholders to also repay higher ranking creditors ($2bn) in exchange for higher stake in EFI. 

Additional discussions with other lenders ongoing 

Citigroup and Deutsche Bank to provide $11 Bn in bankruptcy loans. ( $5bn for EFI, $4.5Bn for TCHI, $2n 

from subsidiary of Oncor's bondholders) 

Apr-14 EFH board blesses bankruptcy deal terms 

May-14 Bankruptcy finance plan faces opposition 

Jun-14 Loan to Texas Competitive wins court approval 

Jun-14 

Senior lenders to Energy Futures Intermediate sue the Junior lenders claiming the latter were getting paid 

first unfairly. The Junior lenders in turn are litigating with Energy Futures to get their debt declared as 

secured. 

Jun-14 

EFH reveals changes to $1.8 Bn loan - slammed for "Sweetheart deal".  

 

Group of Junior Bondholders of Energy Futures Intermediate and NextEra Energy provide a new $2.3 Bn 

loan package worth second lien convertible DIP loan that is superior to the $1.9 Bn funding currently being 

raised. Converts to 68% of equity in restructured firm. 

Jul-14 NextEra pitches takeover plan for Oncor. 

Jul-14 

EFH scraps plans for restructuring pact, instead it will continue talks with NextEra, plans for auction of 

assets. Other Bids emerge from Hunt family of Texas and Teacher Retirement System of Texas. 

Aug-14 

Tax credits and tax free spinoff of key assets becomes a focal point of negotiations between lenders and 

Energy futures. 

Sep-14 

EFH wins court approval to conduct an auction for its 80% stake in the Oncor unit (part of EFIH). 5 month 

timeline set for the bankruptcy filing to be completed (Feb 2015) 
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Chart 1: TXU - Historical Z” Scores 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chart 2: iHeart Media, Inc. Historical Z” Score 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chart 3: Tribune Historical Z”-Scores 
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Chart 3: Tribune Company Historical Z” Scores 

 

 
  * FY07 was projected from FY06 with LBO deal’s equity and debt adjustments 


